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ABSTRACT

Taking advantage of UV (290295-385 nm) irradiance measurements is one of the objectives of this paper.
A new index termed kt’’ is established for this band. This new index works as a ‘zenith angle independent
clearness index’ for band measurements and has similar applications to those of kt’ for broadband
measurements. The new index may be applied to identify cloudless instants from UV band measurements.
Both indexes were correlated throughout the period 1998-2004 with a R2 of 0.85. A selection criterion of
kt’’UV >1.1 classified cloudless sky conditions with a probability of 95% in comparison with a selection
that two criteria-applying broadband measurements would make. This index may be of interest for
classifying cloudless sky conditions when only UV band measurements are available. An estimation
method from the literature was applied to the period 1998-2004. This method was previously validated
for the UV band with a measurement campaign made in Valencia (Spain) in the summer season.
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1. Introduction
Spectroradiometers and photo-detectors are commonly used to measure solar radiation. A few seconds
are enough for the measuring instrument to explore the whole solar spectrum and provide a complete set
of irradiances with precise wavelength ranges of nanometres. However, in the second half of the twentieth
century spectral measurements were not so common and most meteorological and radiation stations
recorded irradiance measurements from the whole spectrum, namely broadband irradiance, and also from
bands of the spectrum of special interest.
Radiation of bands of the solar spectrum are measured and analyzed for many reasons. Researchers
focus their interests in different bands of the Ultraviolet Spectrum such as the bands UV-A, UV-B, UV-C,
whose ranges and nomenclature were standardised by the Commision Internationale de l’Eclairage (Barth
et al. 1999), mainly due to the interest to know its influences over the animal life and plants and also its
incidence on the aging of materials and objects.
These bands of the ultraviolet spectrum are measured and analyzed by many researchers. Among many
of them, we could highlight some works, such as that of Kudish and Evseev (2012) who parameterized
the three solar UV-B radiant components (direct, global and diffuse) as a function of relative optical air
mass, and also they determined the UV-B optical depth by parameterizations applying similar procedures
which are used at this work. Jacovides et al. (2012) also managed measurements of global and diffuse
(broadband, UV-B and UV-A) irradiances to study their components and relations with the broadband
radiant fluxes, and they also applied measurement techniques, similar to ours, such as applying a disk to
shadow the instrument to measure diffuse irradiance. Regarding the UV band, Parisi and Kimlin (1999)
analyzed the dependence of the irradiance of this band according to the orientation of the object. In other
study, Parisi et al. (2000) compared the diffuse erythemal UV irradiance in tree shade with the
corresponding in full sun. Turnburn et al. (2005) performed spectral UV irradiance measurements for six
specific shade environments in full sun and in the shade, to investigate the biologically effective UV
irradiance for pre-Vitamin D3 production.
A band alike UV-A is that of wavelength range 290295-385 nm. There are available large databases
with irradiance measurements of that band in Spain since it has been measured for more than 20 years by
stations of the Spanish Meteorological Agency and by groups of researchers such as ours at the
Polytechnic University of Valencia. That is why the interest of this paper is focussed on the band UV
(290295-385 nm), which hereafter will be referred to as UV band, and its irradiance being measured
beneath the atmosphere of Valencia, Spain.
When the measurements managed were broadband irradiance, to make a selection of cloudless
conditions was very well solved. Below there are summarised two broadband methods to do that.
Broadband measurements also have served to classify band measurements when they were available. But
some techniques and methods are missing to classify band measurements when they are the only
available.
The objective of this work is to provide a method to select cloudless instants when the available
measurements are direct normal UV band irradiance, or, failing that, UV global horizontal irradiance. To
reach that objective a new index, k’’t, for the band UV will be defined. This new band index will be
applied to identify conditions of cloudless sky from the UV band irradiance at the instant when the
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measurement was taken. A new criterion to identify cloudless conditions from UV band irradiance
measurements based on the new band index was established.
To determine that index a parameterisation of the optical vertical thickness under a clean and dry
atmosphere and the determination of a Band Factor were previously needed. Therefore, these parameters
were cited and summarised from the literature, and validated to be applied to the UV band. Also, an
Estimation Method (EM), with the purpose to yield direct normal band irradiance from global horizontal,
was previously validated for the band UV, and then applied, to make a better use of our databases.
Finally, the new band criterion for cloudless skies was validated by comparisons, in a period of two
years reserved for this purpose, with the results performed by two other classification methods based on
broadband measurements.

2. Data Utilized and Methodology

Two solar radiation databases were applied in this study. The first database contained measurements
from 1996 to 2004 made at the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV) by the group of researchers on
Solar Radiation of this University, which the authors were members, and was led by Professor Dr. Javier
Cañada This group is integrated in the Solar Radiation Group of Valencia (SRGV), Spain. The second
database consists of measurements made by the authors in a special measurement campaign, also at the
UPV, held in June and July 2006. The UPV coordinates are 0º20’18’’W-39º28’49’’N and the
measurements were made on a flat roof at about 15 m above the sea level.

2.1. SRGV and Experimental Campaign Databases

The database contains measurements taken every half hour in all atmospheric conditions during the
period between 1996 and 2004 and includes a total of 50,672 registered instants – with the only exception
of data missed due to momentary breakdowns or errors.
The database contains the following variables:
1 - Broadband global and diffuse horizontal irradiances, measured with two pyranometers Eppley model
8-48 with a spectral range of 285-2800 nm. The second pyranometer was equipped with a 7.6 cm wide
shadow-band with a radius of 31.70 cm for the diffuse irradiance. The diffuse irradiance measurements
were corrected using Drummond’s formula, as summarised in Iqbal (1983), although the use of this
isotropic correction can lead to some error, see for example a study by Batlles et al. (1995) made in
another region of Spain. The pyranometers had a class 1 precision following the specifications of the
World Meteorology Organization (WMO), and its cosine response is within ±2% from 0 to 70° zenith
angle and ±5% for 70–80° zenith angles. The field measurement uncertainty of the pyranometers is
considered to be below 5%, according to the manufacturer.
2 - UV band global horizontal irradiance was measured with an Eppley TUVR pyranometer, placed on a
horizontal surface, with a spectral range, given by the manufacturer, of 290295-385 nm. Its cosine
response is ±3.5% from 0 to 70° zenith angle, and its linearity is ±2% over the normal range of operation.
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Under these conditions, Mehos et al. (1992) and Riordan et al. (1990) have established that errors
associated with the experimental data are conservatively estimated at 15%, which is not in accordance
with the expectation of the manufacturer (5%).
The SRGV carried out periodic calibrations of the above instruments using procedures recommended by
the manufacturers, as can be seen in Cañada et al (2000 and Cañada et al. 2003). The broadband
pyranometers were compared yearly against a reference Eppley PSP especially kept for calibrations, and
the calibration constant had remained practically constant. The TUVR pyranometer was calibrated by the
manufacturers at the end of 1995 and afterwards was calibrated yearly in comparison with the
measurements of a spectroradiometer LICOR-1800, and a decrease in the calibration constant of 12% in 3
years was confirmed. In February of 1999, the manufacturer calibrated it again and a decrease in the
calibration constant of a yearly 2.5% per year was observed in the calibration constant. The most recent
calibration of this instrument was made in May 2002.
A measurement campaign was carried out in June and July, 2006, with the objective of checking the
EM. Hourly measurements of global and diffuse horizontal irradiance of the UV band were performed
taking advantage of an automatic system that registered instrument signals every minute.
The measurements were the following:
1: Global horizontal broadband irradiance was measured with a Kipp & Zonen CM11 pyranometer.
2: Diffuse horizontal broadband irradiance with a Kipp & Zonen CM11 pyranometer equipped with a
shadow band 7.7 cm wide and with a radius of 32.25 cm. Diffuse data was corrected applying
Drummond’s formula following Iqbal (1983), despite the risk of a small error mentioned above. Both
Kipp & Zonen instruments have a spectral range of 285-2800 nm. According to the manufacturer, global
and diffuse measurements have an estimated instrumental uncertainity of about 2-3% (Kratzenberg 2006).
The CM-11 was regularly recalibrated by the authors by direct comparison with the mentioned Eppley 848 once it was calibrated with the Eppley PSP, and the most recent comparisons were made in June 2006.
It was obtained that temporal degradation of this pyranometer was about a few tenths of a percent per
year, and then the calibration factor was changed.
3: Global horizontal irradiance of the UV band measured with the Eppley TUVR instrument mentioned
above.
4: Diffuse horizontal irradiance of the UV band was registered two minutes later when the instrument was
shadowed using a disk that was specially designed for this purpose. An observer applied the shadow disk
and at the same time noted the sky conditions (visibility, cloudless, cloudy). To shade the UV instrument,
a black shadow disk with a 15 cm diameter intercepted the sun’s rays at a distance of 45 cm during four
minutes. The automatic registering system takes one measurement per minute, then this enabled the
storage of at least three diffuse measurements each time, whose average value was taken as the UV
diffuse horizontal irradiance, once it had been corrected due to overshadowing (as explained below). The
UV global horizontal irradiance was obtained from the average of the two contiguous measurements at
the same instant, and then direct normal irradiance of the band was deduced from diffuse and global
irradiancesfigures.
This operation was carried out every hour of true solar time between 8:00 am and 1:00 pm true solar
time, and the observer took note of the exact time when the database stored the modified measurements
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and he was also the responsible for recording the presence or absence of clouds. The criterion followed by
the observer was to classify as cloudless conditions only when the sky is free of clouds and always a
sharp shadow on the instrument can be observed.
A similar procedure was applied by Parisi and Kimlin (1999) to determine UV horizontal diffuse
irradiance, shadowing the instrument by placing an occluding disk of 10 cm diameter approximately 20
cm between the aperture of the integrating sphere and the sun direction (standard ratio 1:2). Other
researchers (Jacovides et al. 2009, Jacovides et al. 2012) also have applied the method to shade with a
disk with the standard ratio 1:10. We believe that the 1:3 ratio utilized in our campaign was necessary to
ensure a fully shade and that’s why we applied this ratio in our measurement campaign in 2006, July
(Serrano 2007, Serrano and Boscà. 2011).

Table 1
Data corresponding to cloudless sky of UV global and diffuse irradiance and number of measurements
per day:
Month

Days with measurements

Respective number of measurements/day

June

8,9,13,14,16, 20-24, 26, 29,30

3, 1, 5, 1, 1, 3, 3 ,5, 5, 2, 4, 4, 6

July

5,10,11,13,14,17, 19-21, 24,26,28,31

5, 6, 1, 5, 3, 6, 4, 6, 5, 4, 7, 7, 7

Total

26

109

The measurement campaign database, containing more cloudlessclear instants than cloudy instants,
held 31 effective days with 163 total measurements. Measurements of global and diffuse horizontal
irradiance of the band studied for this work were obtained, and from these UV direct normal irradiance
was calculated.
Measurements of totally and partially cloudy instants were excluded from the database by the observer,
resulting in a total of 109 available measurements for the UV band as shown in Table 1.
The use of the shadow disk makes it necessary to correct the diffuse measurement since this procedure
eliminates direct normal irradiance as well as part of the diffuse irradiance. To correct the geometric
effect of the shadow disk on the diffuse irradiance data we considered the model mentioned in Iqbal
(1983) and given by the equation:

C

D

=

1
 S / r2 
1 −

2π 



(1)

Where S is the surface of the shadow disk and r the height at which it is placed. S/r2 is the solid angle
covered by the shadow disk which equals 0.0913 strad. This value divided by 2π represents 0.014527 of
the total celestial vault. Therefore, the CD factor is, in this occasion, 1.0147.
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2.2. Methodology and Definitions

The dimensionless parameter clearness index, kt, was defined as the ratio of global horizontal irradiance
at the Earth’s surface over extraterrestrial horizontal irradiance and it describes insolation conditions at a
given point in time when only global broadband irradiance is known (Black et al. 1954).
This index was also determined from hourly and daily integrated values of broadband irradiance and it
was applied to analyse characteristic distributions of direct, diffuse and total solar radiation in different
locations for various categories of days of several degrees of cloudiness (Liu and Jordan1960), and also it
was widely used to model other indexes of direct and diffuse radiation in clear or cloudy sky conditions
such as Collares-Pereira and Rabl (1979), and Boata and Gravila (2012) and others.
The clearness index kt was insufficient to determine if the sky is cloudy or not at the instant when the
measurement was taken. To appreciate ‘clearness’, if it is understood as a condition of a cloud-free sky,
other parameters were necessary. A new parameter termed the ‘zenith angle independent clearness index’,
k’t, was established by Perez et al. (1990) as

kt ' =

kt
0.1 + 1.031 e −1.4 / (0.9+9.4 / mr )

(2)

dividing kt by the expression in the denominator of eq. (2), which is a function of relative optical air
mass (mr), and then of the zenith angle. The new index kt’ represents the fraction of global irradiance
divided not by the solar constant, but by an estimation of the current total horizontal irradiance (diffuse
and direct) according to the corresponding mr.
Equation 2 has been developed on the basis of To reach this expression, it was helpful Kasten’s (1980)
parameterisation of the optical vertical thickness of a clean and dry atmosphere (δCDA) versus mr,

δ CDA = (9.4 + 0.9mr )−1

(3)

This new index allowed Molineaux et al. (1995) to consider to be cloudless conditions when values of
k’t were up to 0.7. This criterion will be applied in this study to select cloudless conditions from
broadband measurements, and it will be referred hereafter as the ‘k’t criterion’, and its results will be
compared with those of a new criterion based on UV data to be proposed below.
The new criterion based on UV measurements also will be compared with the selection method applied
by Boscà et al. (1996), which will be called hereafter Global and Diffuse Criterion (GDC), because global
and diffuse horizontal irradiance are the two input data. Threshold values of direct normal irradiance for
every instant were determined by applying the broadband Iqbal C Model (Iqbal 1983) in conditions of high
turbidity and high water vapour content in the atmosphere. Then, if the current direct normal was less than the
threshold value, a cloud coverage was supposed. Previously, maximum values of the Angström turbidity
coefficient β and precipitable water wp in Valencia Spain were obtained. This process is summarised in Boscà
et al. (1996) in the section ‘Realizsation and treatment of experimental measurements’.
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Other authors opted to use other appropriate broadband criteria, such as Alados-Arboledas et al. (2000),
who established for cloudless conditions that kt must be greater than a given expression which is a function of
the zenith angle, in a similar way that k’t criterion.
A new index has been introduced in the literature to analyze band measurements that is the equivalent to
broadband kt, but now dividing the global horizontal band irradiance by the solar constant of the band. For the
UV band it was called ktUV, and it was correlated with broadband kt, UV, and broadband irradiance
measurements (Foyo Moreno et al. 1999, Martínez Lozano et al. 1994, Martínez Lozano et al. 1999,
Cañada et al. 2000, Cañada et al. 2003, Ogunjobi and Kim 2004, Bo et al. 2010). But it is important to
remark that the extraterrestrial solar constant between the wavelengths 290295 to 385 nm, obtained from
the spectrum of Gueymard (2004), reaches a value of 83.80280.985 W/m2.
Again, ktUV, as it happened kt for broadband, was insufficient to determine cloudless conditions, and
then, when broadband measurements are unavailable and temporal series of irradiance measurements of
the UV band must be managed, a new index is requiredmissed to select cloudless sky conditions, because
there are not identifiers based on band measurements.
Then, the aim of this paper is to introduce a new band index, which will be named kt’’UV, to play a
similar role to the broadband´s kt’ by Richard Perez, to find a relationship between UV band irradiance
measurements and cloud coverage.
Before establish kt’’UV, it was necessary to apply a Band Factor TB, which was defined by Serrano et al.
(2008) representing the number of Clean and Dry Atmospheres needed to produce the same attenuation to
the direct normal irradiance of the band than the current atmosphere does. Namely it represents the ratio
of the current optical depth for the band to the optical depth in a clean and dry atmosphere, TB= δ/δCDA .
TB was established in Serrano et al. (2008) as determined from measurements of direct normal
irradiance of the band, In.
1
ln
TB (UV ) =
mr δ CDA (UV )

 E0 I0 (UV ) 
 In (UV ) 

(4)

where I0 (UV) is the UV extraterrestrial solar constant equals 83.80280.985 W/m2, and δCDA(UV) is the
optical depth of a clean and dry atmosphere of the UV band, parameterised by Serrano (2007), and Serrano
et al. (2008), versus mr.
The expression δCDA(UV) as a function of mr was also necessary to determine series of TB in Valencia.
First, to achieve the parameterization δCDA versus mr, every δCDA was determined integrating the
following expression
λ2
 λ2

 ∑ I 0 λ ∆λ  exp(− mr δ CDA ) = ∑ I 0 λ {exp − mr (δ rλ + δ gλ + δ oλ ) }∆λ

λ
λ1
 1


[

]

(5)

along the UV band range, for every given value of mr from 1.1 to 10 inby 0.1 steps, and where I0λ is the
extraterrestrial solar spectral irradiance according to Gueymard Gueymard’s spectral solar constant
irradiance (Gueymard 2004) and δrλ, δgλ, and δoλ, are the corresponding optical depths due to Rayleigh
scattering, absorption by uniformly mixed gases, and ozone respectively. For every wavelength, the
absorption and scattering coefficients were updated by Gueymard (2004) to determine these optical
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depths. Second, a correlation with all the obtained couples (mr, δCDA) was made, and the resulting
expression was
δCDA(UV)=(1.095 + 0.1715mr − 1.944E-2mr2 + 8.618E-4 mr3 )-1

(6)

with a coefficient R2 = 0.9983 for a confidence interval of 95%.
Determining TB may serve as a way to characterise the state of the atmosphere at the measurement
instant, and may be a tool of interest to determine turbidity and clearness levels. Measurements of In in
the band will be necessary to apply Equation (4).
When large databases with direct normal irradiance of a band are unavailable, as is the case in this
work, EM, validated in Section 3.1, is applied to determine TB.
In this section we propose a new index, kt’’, to be a band clearness index, independent of the zenith
angle, defined asand which expresses the ratio of direct normal irradiance in the UV band over the
minimun direct normal irradiance in the UV band under cloudless conditions. direct normal irradiance
minimum of the UV band that would exist at that moment in a cloudless sky.

The proposed index is determined for all instants of the period 1998-2004 with available measurements
of irradiance. This is achieved by the establishment, such as it will be shown in Section
3.2,implementation of athe threshold value for the UV Band Factor (TBmax). shown in Section 3.2. The
EM is also applied for the UV band (validated in Section 3.1).

The kt’’UV index is obtained with the following expression

I n (UV )
=
k ''
t UV I
n min (UV )

(7)

Where In(UV) corresponds to the experimental values of direct normal irradiance of the UV band, while
Inmin(UV) is the UV direct normal irradiance minimum for conditions of clear instants. The direct normal
irradiance of the UV band from 1998 to 2004 was determined from global horizontal irradiance of the band
using the EM. Bouguer’s law is applied to determine the direct normal irradiance minimum of the UV band,
which corresponds to the denominator of the expression (7).

=
In

E 0 I 0 exp( −δ CDA TB m r )

(8)

by consideringis applied to atmospheric conditions of maximum attenuation, and therefore including the
TBmax value and resulting in the following expression

=
I n min (UV ) E0 I 0 (UV ) exp(−mrδ CDA (UV )TB max (UV ))

(9)

where all variables have been previously defined mentioned.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Proposed Model and Validation

The EM, described in Serrano et al. (2008) and Serrano and Boscà (2011), is a method to estimate
direct normal irradiance of spectral bands from global horizontal measurements for cloudless sky
conditions in Valencia. In Serrano and Boscà (2011) the EM was validated for UV-A and PAR bands, and
in this section it is validated for the UV band by means of a using the data set gathered in the previously
described measurement campaign, and after applying the cloud screening procedure described aboveonly
after the cloudy instants – in accordance with the observer’s criterion – were dropped. Table 1 shows the
number of cloudless measurements as 109.
In Serrano et al. (2008), the ratio of direct normal over global horizontal irradiance of the UV band
(both provided by the Smarts2 model (Gueymard 2003)) for the climatic characteristics of the city of
Valencia were parameterised versus the relative optical air mass. The objective of this parameterisation
was to obtain an EM to determine UV direct normal irradiance from experimental measurements of UV
global horizontal irradiance for every mr. In the cited reference, the EM was summarized in the section
entitled ‘A simple method to generate direct normal irradiance from global irradiance of the band’ and
was proposed for application to the UV-B (280-315 nm) band and to the UV band. EM was subsequently
applied and validated by Serrano and Boscà (2011) for measurements of UV-A (315-400 nm) and PAR
(400-700 nm) bands.
The parameterised function of the correlation of In/I versus mr and its R2 coefficient for a confidence
level of 95% is shown in Table 2, where In is the direct normal band irradiance and I is the global
horizontal band irradiance.
To analyse the deviation of the estimated values of the direct normal irradiance obtained by the EM
from the experimental values obtained in the measurement campaign, three different error estimators
were used: the root mean square error (RMSE); mean bias error (MBE); and mean absolute bias error
(MABE). The first represents the variance of the experimental data versus those obtained by the EM,
while the last two estimators provide information on over- or under-estimations in a particular range. We
also analysed the linear regression between estimated and measured values and obtained the R2
coefficient. Figure 1 shows the correlation between the experimental direct normal irradiance and the
values provided by the EM.

Table 2
Results of parameterisations of In/I versus mr for Valencia (Spain).
Band

UV

In/I

5.477E-2 + 0.8413mr-0.3674 mr2 + 5.654E-2mr3 -3.040E-

R2

Con formato: Interlineado: 1,5 líneas

0.999
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3mr4(0.055±0.014) + (0.841±0.020)mr-(0.367±0.010) mr2 +
(0.0565±0.0021)mr3 –(0.00304±0.00015)mr4

1
RMSE = 
N
MBE =

1
N

MABE =


( Ei − Oi ) 
∑
i =1

N

N

∑ (E
i =1

1
N

1

2

2

i

− Oi )

N

∑| E
i =1

(10)

i

(11)

− Oi |

(12)

The parameterised function, and the R2 coefficient, of the of the correlation between the UV direct normal
irradiance values , provided using applying the EM,method and the experimental UV direct normal
irradiance is shown in Table 3values and its R2 for a confidence level of 95% is shown in Table 3. . In this
table the values of RMSE(%), MBE(%) and MABE(%) values are also shown. These values are the
previous estimators cited above, expressedbut calculated in relative terms regarding the average
experimental UV direct normal irradiance In(aver.), and serve to emphasise the magnitude of the error.

Table 3
Statistical results of a comparison between UV direct normal irradiance values provided using the EM
method and the UV experimental values.
Band
UV

In(aver.)
(W/m2)
25.73

Fitting equation
In (UV)estimated= 6.849 + 0.794 In (UV)experimental

R2

0.88

RMSE

MBE

MABE

(%)

(%)

(%)

8.64

6.07

7.09

Let us consider that MBE (%) > 0 means that the EM tends to overestimate the true UV direct normal
irradiance values, whereas MBE (%) < 0 corresponds to an underestimation.
According to the values of the MBE (%) estimator, the model tends to overestimate the direct normal
irradiance of the UV band by 6%. The other two error estimators have similar orders of magnitude. The
results of the comparisons reveal that the accuracy of EM is good, with RMSE (%) less than 10% for the
UV band analysed.
Thus, the EM was validated by comparison with the UV direct normal irradiance measurements
provided by a campaign of measurements, and so we can determine the direct normal irradiance of this
band when the available measurements are of global horizontal band irradiance. Approximate methods to
provide direct irradiance from global irradiance have been developed in the literature for broadband
measurements, but not for band measurements. The EM can be very helpful in determining direct normal
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band irradiance from the easily available global horizontal band measurements in Valencia (Spain). The
EM was applied to the UV global horizontal irradiance measurements for the period 1996-2004 to
provide a large database of UV direct normal irradiance, necessary to determine a new index kt”UV.
3.2 Determination of UV factor, TB(UV)
The database defined in section 2.1 was used to determine the UV (290295-385 nm) Band Factor. The
instants corresponding to air mass greater than 6.0 were eliminated as it was considered that these instants
corresponded to solar altitudes of little interest. The cloudy instants according kt’ criterion were also
eliminated and then the resulting database contained 30,300 instants.
Applying eq. (4), we will be able to determine the values of the Band Factor, TB(UV), having previously
obtained direct normal irradiance measurements, In, of the band by the EM described in Section 3.1, and also
applying eq. (6) to determine the input parameter δCDA(UV).
In all clear instants, it is observed that independently of mr, the UV Band Factor is 99% below 1.4,
which is considered a maximum threshold value TBmax = 1.4 for Valencia (Spain). This value will be
applied to the determination, in Valencia, of the kt’’ UV index.

3.3. Determination and Validation of the new clearness index, kt’’UV
kt’’UV has been determined in Valencia (Spain) for the period 1998-2004 and resulting in a total of 35,895
values for all conditions of clear or cloudy sky, once the measurements were removed for a mass of air greater
than 6. The values of kt’’UV have been correlated with their corresponding kt’. The graphic representation is
shown in Figure 2, where the centerlines correspond to the fitting curve and its 95% confidence level
interval, while the 2 farthest curves show the prediction interval for the same level of confidence. The setting
equation, with a R2 of 0.85, fits the expression

kt ''UV = 1.505k '
t

0.741
(13)

We observenote in this correlation that the instantscircumstances of kt’’UV>1.1 correspond toin which kt '>
0.7, which corresponds to kt’’UV>1.1. If kt '> 0.7 is considered a condition for clear skies from broadband
measurements. Therefore, hen UV band it can be established, for UV band, that measurements in which
kt’’UV is greater than 1.1 correspond to cloudless skies.
Thus kt’’UV>1.1 can be taken as a new criterion of cloudless conditions for the band, hereafter referred to as
a band clearness criterion (BCC), to be applied only when UV band irradiance is available.
From measurements of years 1996 and 1997, all instants corresponding to cloudless and cloudy conditions
was classified applying the both broadband criteria (k’t criterion and GDC), and simultaneously the new band
criteria establish here, BCC. The results were compared and showed in table 4.
The mentioned database of the years 1996 and 1997 contained irradiance measurements from 11,383
instants, of which 7,272 were found cloudless according to k’t criterion, 7,331 according to GDC, and 7,471
according to BCC.
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The cloudless instants obtained applying the k’t criterion and cloudy for BCC were 347; and the cloudless
instants under the new criterion and considered cloudy by the k’t criterion were 546. We can observe that the
disagreement between the two criteria was 893 out of 11,383 instants and it represents 7.8%.
Performing the same procedure between the GDC and BCC criteria, the obtained values are shown in Table
4, where it can be observed that BCC disagrees with GDC in 1,156 instants or 10.2%.

Table 4
Disagreement instants in the application of the three criteria as shown by pairwise comparisons. The
criteria in columns and rows are applied to select cloudy and cloudless conditions respectively.
Cloudless

k’t criterion

GDC

BCC

k’t criterion

-

468

546

GDC

409

-

648

BCC

347

508

-

Cloudy

To guarantee a greater accuracy in selecting cloudless instants, we have simultaneously applied both
broadband criteria and then we have made a comparison with the cloudless selection when applying BCC.
While 288 instants were clear according BCC, they remain cloudy according to the other two criteria.
Otherwise, 298 instants were clear according to the two broadband criteria and cloudy when applying BCC. A
disagreement was shown for 586 out of 11,383 instants, which represents an error likelihoodprobability of
5.1%. Therefore, we can state that the likelihood probability of BCC making the same selection of cloudless
skies, at the same time as the two broadband criteria, is 94.8%.

4. Conclusions

A new kt’’ index, that we term the ‘zenith angle independent clearness index’ for a given band, expresses
the ratio of the experimental direct normal irradiance over the minimum direct normal irradiance in cloudless
skies. This index can be used as a classifier criterion, BCC, of cloudless sky conditions when only the UV
band measurements are available.
BCC has been compared with two broadband classification methods from the literature, referred here as ‘kt’
criterion’ and GDC. The selection of clear instants with BCC agrees 92.2% with ‘kt’ criterion’, and 89.8%
with GDC. Finally, the set of clear instants selected by BCC was compared with that selected by applying
simultaneously the two broadband criteria. This last comparison led to an agreement of 94.8%.
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This criterion has been compared with two broadband classification methods given in the literature, namely
kt’ criterion and GDC. The selection of clear instants with BCC agrees 92.2% with the kt’ criterion and 89.8%
with GDC. And finally, comparing the BCC selection of clear instants with the selection made with the other
two criteria applied simultaneously, leads to an agreement of 94.8%.
Since the determination of BCC requires band direct normal irradiance data, we used the experimental
database of the described measurement campaign to validate the EM (which had already been validated in the
literature for the other spectral bands), and this way to be able to apply it to obtain a direct normal irradiance
of the UV band from UV global horizontal.
We can conclude that band clearness criterion, BCC, could be of great usefulness for cloud screeningin
eliminating cloudy instants. The new index, kt’’UV, in which this criterion is based, may be an interesting tool
to manage UV irradiance databases for an analysis of clear instants when broadband irradiance data are
unavailable.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Comparison between direct normal irradiance provided by EM and the real direct normal
irradiance of the UV band in Valencia, Spain.
Con formato: Subíndice

Fig. 2. Scatter plot of the UV band clearness index (kt'') against the full band clearness index (kt'). The
centerlines correspond to the fitting curve and its 95% confidence level interval, while the 2 lines farthest
show the prediction interval to a confidence level of 95%.
Scatter plot of de kt’’UV against a kt’ for the city of Valencia from 1998- 2004.

Con formato: Subíndice
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Glossary
kt

clearness index: defined as the ratio of global irradiance at the Earth’s surface over

extraterrestrial irradiance, defined by Black et al. 1954.
ktUV

clearness index: for UV measurements.

k’t

zenith angle independent clearness index, defined by Pérez et al. (1990).

k’t criterion cloudless sky conditions for values of k’t up to 0.7 (Molineaux et al. 1995).
δCDA

the optical depth of a clean and dry atmosphere.

EM

estimation method: a method to estimate direct normal irradiance of spectral bands from

global horizontal band measurements for cloudless sky conditions in Valencia.

TB(UV)

1
 E0 I0 (UV ) 
ln
UV Band Factor: TB (UV ) = m δ
r CDA (UV ) 
 In (UV )  , where I0 (UV) is the

extraterrestrial solar constant between the wavelengths 290295 to 385 nm obtained from the spectrum of
Gueymard (2004) with a value of 83.80280.985 W/m2, In(UV) direct normal irradiance of the UV band,
E0 eccentricity of earth's orbit.
kt’’

zenith angle independent band clearness index: the ratio of direct normal experimental irradiance

over the minimum direct normal irradiance in cloudless conditions, for a spectral band.
BCC

band clearness criterion: based on kt’’UV . When kt’’UV >1.1 can be taken as a new criterion of

cloudless conditions.
GDC

global and diffuse criterion: established threshold values of direct normal and horizontal diffuse

irradiance by applying the broadband Iqbal C Model (Iqbal 1983) in conditions of high turbidity and water
vapour content in the atmosphere, and then comparing with the current global and diffuse horizontal
irradiance.
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